®
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
FLOWERSAND VEGETABLEGARDENS– For the finest quality garden vegetables and flowers of outstanding
beauty, add 1 lb. of EXCELERITE® to each 40 square feet of soil (same for lawns). Work EXCELERITE® into
the topsoil and water directly to saturate completely.

HOUSEPLANTS– Add between one heaping teaspoon to two full tablespoons of EXCELERITE® depending on
pot and plant size; mix carefully with potting soil. Apply normal amount of water on the same day.
LAWNS– Apply 1lb. of EXCELERITE® to every 40 square feet of lawn. On newly seeded lawns, apply to topsoil
and rake well over entire surface. For old lawns, apply EXCELERITE® evenly, and sprinkle gently with water
immediately after application to prevent wind dispersion.

SHRUBS, HEDGESandBUSHES– Apply one ounce (1 oz.). of EXCELERITE® to each 2.5 square feet of
topsoil and mix-in thoroughly as soon as possible.
TREES– For a first time application or if the tree is sickly, add 50 lbs. of EXCELERITE®. This applies to large or
older trees as well. For young trees, 20- 25 lbs. is usually sufficient. Apply in a circle trench 2-3´ wide and at
least 3” deep centered at the drip line of branches. Thoroughly mix with soil for best results. Water as usual.
For healthy trees, reduce quantity by 50% on subsequent applications for the next two years, and then apply this
reduced amount only every other year thereafter, or less according the observed results in your particular soil.
LARGEACREAGE/ FARMS– Add 500 lbs. of EXCELERITE® per acre if applied as dry powder. It may also be
liquefied prior to application for more rapid results. It can also be mixed with 2 to 5% per ton of compost or
fertilizer.

EXCELERITE® is an all-natural product quarried in Panaca, Nevada. The formation has been known for years
under various trade names as a valuable soil conditioner and fertilizer booster. Documented testimonials
spanning seven decades attest to the efficacy of adding chelated minerals in trace amounts in a clay medium to
a conscientious fertilization and watering program. With many plant families results can be measured within just
2-3 weeks from application as directed. Remineralize your soil and tell us about your success with houseplants,
lawns and golf courses, crops and vegetable gardens, fruit and nut trees, flowers, and hedges.
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